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GEOMETRODYNAMICS IN MULTIDIMENSIONAL UNIFIED 
THEORIES 
L. Szabó 

Institute for Theoretical Physics, Roland Eötvös University 
Budapest 

Abstract 

The unified theory of gravitation and a Yang-Mills field 
is formulated as a dynamic^ theory of (r+3)-geometries 
presumed to be principal bundles with Reimannian metric. 
Beyond the usual constraint equations the second fundamental 
form should satify a third constraint equation. It is shown 
that they have a wormhole type solution describing a pair of <\ " " V V 
Yang-Mills charges. <,« \f 

1. Introduction 

The most important issue of Einstein's theory is that 
the motion of matter cannot be studied independently from 
space-time. In geometrodynamics Cl,2,33 making use of the 
fact that in certain cases the matter leaves a very charac
teristic trace in space-time geometry the description of 
matter can be traced back to the description of pure geometry. 
In this way the descrtiption of an electromagnetic field can 
be reduced to the geometrical description of space-like 



hypersurfaces in space-time. Thus the sources of an electro
magnetic field can be related with the non-trivial topology of 
these hypersurfaces. Since this topology may happen to be very ric 
ИЗ "geometrodynamics as foundation of physics" Г5Л rightly 

arises. 
In the case of non-abelian gauge theories the implementation 

of this programme is impossible since there is no unambiguous 
relation between field-variables and the space-time geometry 
as in the case of electrodynamics. 

However, in this paper we show that the geometrodynamical 
programme can be extended to the non-abelian Yang-Mills fields 
within the framework of the multidimensional unified theory 
Гб-1оЗ . The multidimensional unified theory /MUT/ is a 
simultaneous description of gravitation and a Yang-Mills 
theory in a higher dimensional extended space-time. We show 
how geometrodynamics can be generalized to this higher 
dimensional extended space-time. The non-trivial topology of 
the "зрасе-like" hypersurfaces in this "space-time" will be 
related with the sources of the Yang-Mills field. 

2. Multidimensional Unified Theory 

The MUT is a generalization of the Kaluza-Klein model 
Cll/123 . The MUT is a unified geometrical description of 
gravitation and a Yang-Mills field in an (r+4)-dimensional 
space, where r is the dimension of the gauge group G. This 
(r+4) -dimensional space is assumed to be a principal fibre 
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bundle Н^М,Стг,{ф}). The basis of this bundle denoted by M 
with Lorentz metric g is the 4-dimensional space-time manifold. 
The structure group G is an r-dimensional compact semi-simple 
Lie group with an invariant metric д.тг г Н+М is the bundle 
projection, {ф} is the bundle atlas. Let a connection be given 
on the principal bundle H, i.e., let a so called horizontal 
subspace h T- ( H)' be given at each point zeH, such taht h T ( н) 
is G-invariant and 

where l^/^[H)sl^\^"1CjfCz))is the vertical subspace. The 
connection coefficients will be identified with the Yang-Mills 
potentials. In this model the most important object is a 
pseudo-Riemannian metric defined on the total space H. The 
free particles move along the geodesies of this soace. But 

(H) 
this pseudo-Riemannian . .etric g should be compatible with 

(M) (G) 
metrics g and g on the basis and the structure group, 
respectively. This means the following; 

i. itVf%(H)muXeiTtCH)aim}>(yiX)'0. (2.1) 

in. nX.YelfM t h e n ffay). fbi,M,4r(Y)). 
Further on the indexes A,B,... run from 1 to r+4, a,b,... 
from 5 to r+4, and y,v, ... from 1 to 4. The connection 
coefficients are defined as УС^ц* *ju ^CL, , where ***/«* *» 
the vertical part of the basis vector e . If we choose the 
basis which is the natural one on the basis manifold and 
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which is the left-invariant one on the fibre, the matrix of 
the metric g is 

(H) ' "* * 
3-
A6 

W ** 

li*l 
C») 

9. <** 

On a compact semi-simple Lie group there is a torsion-free 
invariant connection which is comoatible /V g = O/ with the 

<G> ' с d с 
invariant metric defined as g . = f

a cj f
Cb' w n e r e ^ ак a r e t n e 

structure constants of the group. In this case the connection 
4 1 a 

coefficients are: Г. = •= f. . As it is well, known the group 
manifold is a Riemannian manifold and it has a constant 
positive curvature. Since we want to obtain the scalar 

С (H)) 
curvature of the Riemannian space \H, g / , the horizontal 
lift basis seems practical In this basis the first four 
vectors ё are the horizontal lifts of e . The commutation 

v p 

ralations are 

tea, £>J« ££/*, cp J* о 

The torsion-free Christoffel coefficients in th is horizontal 

l i f t basis are 
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(и) 

<*> (и) 

(м) 

'/*» " JL ^/»* > 

Г* я г * 
and the Ricci tensor is 

(ft) (&) (fi) (G-) (M) f/fj 

(H) (ff) <£) (H) (ht) 

*>>*- **,.« Z ?4< J>«<« V« F<ß} 

(и) M ^ te) (ff) 

and the scalar curvature is 
(H) (H) <Г<?) ( & ) (м) ( / i J 

с« 
where ' u v denotes the curvature tensor of the connection 
describing the gauge field. The unified action integral is 

(H) r^m (и) S*{^f k Л*ге . 
From this action we can deduce the Einstein-Yang-Mills 

(Ю 
equations hy variation of the metric g and the Yang-Mills 
potentials A a £7J. The equation of motion of a free test 
particle is (H) 

V. r * о. r 
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3. Geometrodynamics 

General relativity is not the dynamical theory of the 
space-time geometry, but it is the dynamical theory of the 
space-like 3-geometries C2I . The description of space-time 
is nothing else but the description of the evolution of 
space-like hypersurfaces. Let a be a space-like hypersurface 

Co) 
in space-time. On t h i s 3-dimensional manifold the metric g 
i s posi t ive d e f i n i t e . If we want to examine the evolution of 

(o) 
this 3-geometry, the metric g and the speed of its change 
along the normal vector field, i.e., the Lie derivative 

(a) (0) Co) 
Lj.g = -B must be given at t=0, where В denotes the second 
fundamental form L4,13J . 

Now, the following question arises: what conditions 
(0) (a) 

should be satisfied by g and В so that a space-time metric 
should exist, which at t=0 reduces to 

^ * ^* 'Г' о <h> '"> 
et* m-4t + f , - $ = - & . 

To answer this question we make use £l3j of the Codazzi 
equation 

4Y В (Ki, Xi)- Vx. & (К; ,V)*R(X N), V Ye Г(Т(»)\ 
and the Gauss equation - , 

T(rfi(*, V)Z). f(v. $(*. Y)Z) t 
+'IVx,Y)'B(Y,Z)-(&(Y, V)(B(X,Z), VX,Y,2, V « Ф м \ 
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Here у denotes the covariant derivative on the hypersurface 
o,{X.} , is basis in r(T(o)^and R is the curvature of 
space-time. Making use of the Einstein equations we 
obtain the constraint equations: 

v}, V(Xi, Xi)- %. sW, Y)* *TT(N, Y), V ЪГ(Г(*)\ 
Ar) J*) (о-)ъ / O K A \ * \ 

i(R + Z%(B.в)-(% в) ).л-Tfaи), 
and the evolution equation . (~* 

iN aVx, у)* %'(к, у) + лвов(х,У)- (?* &)S(x, Y) 
-**ШУ)- *7(НН)Т(Х, Y), VX, Ye Г(Т(+)). 
4. Generalization of Geometrodynamics to MOT 

Instead of generalization of space-time we consider an 
(r+3/ -dimensional generalized space-like hypersurface \ . 

Let \ be a principal 'bundle: £ =l(o,G,ir), where dimo = 3 and 
G is a compact semi-simple Lie group. On the bundle^(o,G,if 1 

the vertical distribution v TlY ) is automatically given. 

Ü) 
Let us consider a metric g on ) . a) 
i. g is positive definite. 

(I) 
ii. The restriction of g to the vertical distribution is 

G-invariant: 

i z * * °> 
that is for any V, V t Piv T(2})) 

ZI(V, W)> l(Lz, VJ, W)n(V, /2, Wl), / 4 л 

(S) 
where \ u 9 \ and Z is an arhit*dry fundamental 

1*т(я) 
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vector field. 

Proposition: In this case 

ЛГ№).{гТС2!))'1

г (4.2) 
the orthogonal complement to the vertical distribution defines 
a connection on£ Co, G,nj . 

Procfc We show that hT(£) is a G-invariant horizontal 
distribution. It is trivial that т(] ) = h т ц ) в у T Q ) . 
For any fundamental vector field Z and ХеГдЬ T(I// 

(l) 
Indeed, for any VY. I\ VT(£ )) we have g(V,x)^ 0. Thus 

o.z?(x.v). T(tz.xl, vhf(x,C*. vi). 
The second term is zero since the commutator of vertical 
fields is also a vertical vector field, thus we have 

(l) 
Thus, the connection defined as above and the metric g 
satisfy the requirement that the horizontal vectors are 
orthogonal to the vertical vectors. 

M (a) 
Furthermore, the metric g induces a metric g on the <°V > c i v - - % 

basis acM as follows: g^X,Y/: = gf X,Y J , where X and Y 
denote the horizontal lifts of the vector fields X and Y. 
tx is also positive definite. Let a second fundamental form 
В be given on I . There exists a metric g on the principal 
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bundle H (M,G,TT) which at t=0 reduces to 
(M) £ (2}> л (9) СЛ) 

and which satisfies the Einstein equations on H, if and only 
(V (I) 

if the usual constraint equations are satisfied by g and В : 
w (*), . as) <*> . , , л 

i. 4, b(Xi,*i)- Vx. S(X{, Y)*o, V Ye ГСПЩ 
ГД) <Ю (if) (Л) Л 

ii. R +2%(8oß)~(% 8 ) - О. 

(V 
What further condition must be satisfied by В so that the 
equation (4.l) should be valid? This question is related to the 
problem in MUT that the 0 q л ° cannot be arbitrary in the 
variation equation 

(«AB -Z^s* ) ? 9 A ß -о, 
but they should satisfy the compatibility conditions^.l/llL 
Proposition; The compatibility conditions ̂ 2.1^ yield a third 
constraint equations 

for any fundamental field Z and V, Wer(vT^)/ i.e., the 
restriction of the second fundamental form В to the vertical 
distribution should be G-invariant. 
Proof; Making use of the relation 



ÍO 

for any fundamental field Z we have 

/Here and in the next formulas the fields Z and N are regarded 

as extended fields to an open neighbourhood of \ £• H./ 

Since /»2 *• s Of 

But£z,N]=0. Indeed, g^N,.) О since for any Хег(т^)/ 

From here we have 

LZ3(N,*)~ Z(f (N.X))-
- f(b, N1, к). T(N, [Z, Xl)= o. 

3 u t z(g(N,x)y= О and g (N ,£z ,x ]y = О s i n c e N i s normal to the 

hypersu r face I . Thus we have found that f z , N j i s p a r a l l e l 

with N. Fu r the r we have 

Taking i n t o account t h a t g (N ,N)s - l and gfZ,N/ffO we find 

[Z,N] = о . 
Finally the evolution equation is 

IB (X,Y),R 0<,Y)+zii*e(X,Y)-fct)Bfc>y). 
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The task is to find the solutions of the constraint equations 
I., II. and III. in different topologies and then making use 
of the evolution equation, we can axamine the motion of the 
hypersurface ^ (a,G, тт) . 

Let us now consider a very interesting special case when 
the topology of }' is } (s xS ,G,v) which is the MUT-generaliza-
tion of the simplest wormhole topology С 14 J . Since f is assumed 
to be initially at rest, the constraint equations reduce to 
CI) 
R = 0, that is, 

($) (<N) CO , 

en) 
Since G i s a compact semi-s imple Lie group, R i s p o s i t i v e . 

2 F" i s the energy of the Yang-Mills f i e l d . Let F be assumed t o 

be such a f i e l d conf igura t ion th-it 
CO 

* - Í F > * o. M 

For the metric of n we have 

R =* O. 
As it is well known Cl5j , the constraint equation R=0 does 
have a solution in the wormhole topology. In our case 
physically this solution means that the Yang-Mills field is 
trapped by a wormhole. Examining the motion of test particles 
along the geodesies the mouth of the wormhole seems to be a 
Yang-Mills c-narged particle. At first sight it may happen 

1 2 that the metric of the basis a- S xS is non-compatible with 
the connection determined by equation (4.з) . However, the 

(a) 
metric g prescribes only the scalar products of horizontal 
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vectors. This has nothing to do with the connection giving 
the horizontal part of a tangent vector. 

5. Final conclusions 

It has been shown that the unified theory of gravitation 
and a Yang-Mills field canbe formulated as a dynamical 
thoory of (г+з)-geometry. This (г+з)-geometry is presumed to be 
a principal bundle lip ,G,-n) provided with a Riemannian metric CI) 
g which is G-invariant on the vertical distribution. If we 
want that the motion of J should describe an Einstein-Yang-
Mills theory, the constraint equations I., II. and III. 

(I) 
should be satisfied by the metric g and the second fundamental О 
form в It has been shown that the constraint equations have 
a £(s xS ,G, ту-like solution which describes a pair of Yang-
Mills charges. 

The evolution of much irore complicated hypersurfaces 
may be examined by approximations, for instance by the Regge 
calculus . The question about the change of topology in 
the course of the evolution of an(r+3)-hypersurface 2« will be 
discussed elsewhere. This question is very important with 
respect to the quantized theory L2,14,16,173 . 
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